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Jian Xian'ai is a special one in 20th century's history of Chinese literature. From 
the literature arid land(Guizhou) came to the new culture center(Beiping), his 
appearance, like echoes the hollow, broke the silence of Guizhou literature which 
changed the embarrassing situation that Guizhou writers were excluded out of the new 
Chinese literature. His works described different classes, status, social roles, 
outrageous cruel warlord, hypocritical flattery squire, poor and miserable yanbake, 
women who are struggling for their independent personality and marriage, all kinds of 
intellectuals and so on.His works provide us a view to understand the social 
appearance in Minguo, especially the Guizhou society. 
Literature is a reaction of social life, although the literature is not equal to history, 
but the literature comes from the real world, which is no doubt. His works that 
reflected the specific times and lives in the period. Not only had an effect on the 
formation of various writes and styles, but reflected the writing attitude, emotion and 
thought of that time. Therefore, the paper is based on the novels, reseaching the world 
of the Minguo in his work. To understand the construction of writes' artistic world 
better, his opinions need to be known. The whole passage may divide into five parts. 
The thesis is divided into the following four parts:  
The first part: foreword: contains both an overview of the writer's life and 
creation activities carding the research status, put forward the research significance;  
The second part: Jian Xian’ai’s novels in Minguo under the background of special 
custom: combining with the relevant historical materials, the analysis in the text of the 
writer to republic of China, the opium, the salt content, the warlords, the squire 
society;  
The third part: The women’s matrimony and love offairin Minguo: The 
exchanging of women’s concept about love and matrimony, in Minguo, through the 
text;  
The fourth part: corruption, hesitation and self-salvation: intellectuals of the 
Minguo, in JianXian’ai’s novels. Analysis of the type of the intellectual in the text, as 
well as various types of image difference;  
The fifth part: conclusion: the full text summary and summarized; 
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